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We contribute a further step towards the plausible real-time construction of suﬃx trees
by presenting an on-line algorithm that spends only O (log logn) time processing each
input symbol and takes O (n log logn) time in total, where n is the length of the input
text. Our results improve on a previously published algorithm that takes O (logn) time per
symbol and O (n logn) time in total. The improvements are obtained by adapting Weiner’s
suﬃx tree construction algorithm to use a new data structure for the fringe marked
ancestor problem, a special case of the nearest marked ancestor problem, which may be of
independent interest.
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1. Introduction
The suﬃx tree is a ubiquitous data structure at the heart of numerous text algorithms. Weiner [49] introduced suﬃx
trees and gave a linear-time on-line algorithm for their reverse right-to-left construction. Ukkonen [48] derived a linear-
time left-to-right on-line algorithm that is a close relative of an earlier off-line algorithm by McCreight [43]. Although
Weiner’s, McCreight’s and Ukkonen’s algorithms all take O (n) time, where n is the length of the input text, the analysis
of all three algorithms is amortized and the algorithms may spend up to O (n) time processing some input symbols, while
traversing long paths in the suﬃx tree to ﬁnd the insertion points of new suﬃxes. Suﬃx arrays, that were introduced by
Manber and Myers [42], provide similar theoretical beneﬁts to suﬃx trees and are much more eﬃcient in practice thanks
to their use of a compact array representation, but loose some of their advantages in the on-line setting. Throughout this
paper, unless speciﬁed otherwise, we assume that the input alphabet has constant size.
Amir et al. [5] were the ﬁrst to achieve some progress towards constructing the suﬃx tree in real-time, namely, attempt-
ing to limit the time spent while processing each individual input symbol in the worst case (see also [4,38]). Their algorithm
uses balanced search trees to maintain a balanced indexing structure that quickly ﬁnds the suﬃx tree insertion points of each
suﬃx of an input text that is extended from right to left over an arbitrarily large but ordered alphabet, spending O (logn)
time processing each symbol and O (n logn) time in total. They also note that similar results could be derived by using
existing more complicated dynamic data structures for searching multidimensional keys [28,31]. The suﬃx tree insertion point
of any given suﬃx is its longest preﬁx that has already appeared earlier in the text, also called sometimes longest repeated
✩ A preliminary version of this paper was presented at SPIRE 2011 – the 18th International Symposium on String Processing and Information Retrieval
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D. Breslauer, G.F. Italiano / Journal of Discrete Algorithms 18 (2013) 32–48 33preﬁx, longest repeated suﬃx or longest previous factor in the context of off-line computation on suﬃx arrays; it has numerous
applications in text algorithms and in data compression [6,11,16,17,20–22,27].
In related work, Kosaraju [39] and Amir and Nor [2] solve the real-time pattern matching and indexing problems by
building a suﬃx tree in quasi real-time using the “candelabra” approach (the term “candelabra” was coined by Amir and
Nor). Although Slisenko [46] claimed to have solved these problems and even to classify all periodicities in a string in
real-time, a convincing solution was considered to be an open problem [2,29,39] for many years. Quasi real-time means
that suﬃcient parts of the suﬃx tree are built “just in time” before needed by an algorithm that is traversing the suﬃx tree
starting from its root. The size of the candelabra can be quite large, however, and neither algorithm guarantees any meaningful
upper bound on the time required to ﬁnd the insertion points of a speciﬁc text suﬃx, but only that parts of the suﬃx tree
will be completed before they are reached. Thus, ﬁnding the suﬃx tree insertion points is at least as hard, if not harder, than
the real-time pattern matching and indexing problems that offer further amortization opportunities. Consequently, it seems
natural to ask the following question: is it possible to compute the suﬃx tree insertion points in real-time?
In this paper we present an on-line suﬃx tree construction algorithm that spends only O (log logn) time processing
each input symbol and takes O (n log logn) time in total, thus contributing a further step towards the plausible real-time
construction of suﬃx trees. To achieve these superior worst-case time bounds, we design a new dynamic data structure
for the fringe marked ancestor problem, a special case of the nearest marked ancestor problem on trees [1,3,50], where the
marked nodes form a contiguous subtree at the root, i.e., if a node is marked, then all its ancestors on the path to the tree’s
root are also marked. Our data structure, which may be of independent interest, supports updates and queries in worst-
case O (log logn) time. We then use our dynamic fringe marked ancestor data structure in an adaptation of Weiner’s [49]
right-to-left on-line suﬃx tree construction algorithm, shortcutting the occasional long path traversals using fringe-ancestor
queries and de-amortizing some internal updates over time. Perhaps, it is worthwhile to emphasize that the suﬃx tree for
a right-to-left extended text appears to be more amenable to construction in real time than the suﬃx tree for left-to-right
extended text, since when the text is extended from right to left, upon each input symbol only one suﬃx leaf and possibly
one internal branching node need to be added to the suﬃx tree.
Suﬃx tree construction algorithms [18,32,40,43,48,49] use suﬃx links, which are internal features of these algorithms that
are not part of the suﬃx tree’s deﬁnition itself, but are, nonetheless, useful in many applications. Throughout the paper, we
will refer to the suﬃx tree itself as the visible component of the algorithms and to the suﬃx links as the invisible internal
components of the algorithms. Our suﬃx links, which are related to the edges of the directed acyclic word graph (DAWG) [8,
9,14,16,18,40] and were also used by Kosaraju [39] and by Amir and Nor [2], turn out to be extremely helpful in navigating
the suﬃx tree; indeed, these suﬃx links allow us to use the fringe marked ancestor data structure instead of the nearest
marked ancestor data structure that was used by Breslauer [10] to build the suﬃx tree of a tree in a related approach
that spends O ( lognlog logn ) worst-case time per text symbol [1]. However, these invisible suﬃx links need to be individually
created and repeatedly updated, tasks that are delayed and later de-amortized over time while the complete visible suﬃx tree
is available immediately at all times. The invisible internal suﬃx links could be made externally available “just in time”, if
required, to any algorithm that traverses the suﬃx tree starting from its root, similarly to Kosaraju’s [39] “quasi” real-time
construction. Our use of the word “quasi” in this context has a double meaning here: not only parts of the construction are
de-amortized and completed later over time, but the time spent processing each input symbol is up to O (log logn) rather
than constant time.
The on-line construction of a suﬃx tree from left to right is a much more complicated undertaking that requires a
suitably deﬁned “just-in-time” de-amortization. In this case, indeed, all the suﬃxes of the text are extended simultaneously,
including those so-called “implicit node” suﬃxes that do not yet branch out of the suﬃx tree, and therefore, the visible
suﬃx tree may undergo multiple structural changes at the same time. Such visible structural changes may accumulate over
multiple suﬃx extensions and eventually need to be carried out in large batches that insert many new internal nodes and
leaves into the suﬃx tree at once [13,18,32,40,48]. To obtain a quasi real-time left-to-right suﬃx tree construction, we
shortcut certain steps in Ukkonen’s on-line algorithm [48] by exploiting our near real-time adaptation of Weiner’s right-to-
left algorithm, applied this time to the reverse left-to-right text which is perceived as being extended from right to left.
Our adaptation of Ukkonen’s left-to-right algorithm de-amortizes the visible new suﬃx tree node and leaf insertions over
time, but with suitably relaxed suﬃx tree representation, applies the invisible suﬃx link adjustments immediately in real-
time (i.e. at most one new suﬃx link creation or one existing suﬃx link update) and adds only constant extra time to the
processing of each input symbol relative to our particular adaptation of Weiner’s right-to-left algorithm.
The paper is organized as follows. We deﬁne the dynamic fringe marked ancestor problem and present our new data
structure for its solution in Section 2. We then overview suﬃx trees and suﬃx links in Section 3 and adapt Weiner’s right-
to-left suﬃx tree algorithm to use the fringe marked ancestor data structure in Section 4. We next show in Section 5 how
to adapt also Ukkonen’s left-to-right suﬃx tree algorithm in order to de-amortize its updates by means of the adapted
Wiener’s right-to-left algorithm. Finally, we conclude with some remarks and open problems in Section 6.
2. The fringe marked ancestor problem
The fringe marked ancestor problem is a special case of the nearest marked ancestor problem with the additional restric-
tion that the marked nodes must form a contiguous subtree at the root. Speciﬁcally, the fringe marked ancestor problem is
34 D. Breslauer, G.F. Italiano / Journal of Discrete Algorithms 18 (2013) 32–48Fig. 1. The Euler tour of a tree with some marked nodes. In Lemma 2.1, only the ﬁrst Euler tour representative of each marked node is marked solid
black: in this example, v0 = ﬁnd(x0) and fringe-ancestor(x) = lca(v, x). In Lemma 2.3, the suﬃx tree has constant bounded degree and all the Euler tour
representative of each node are marked (both solid black and light grey) and fringe-ancestor(x) = ﬁnd(x0), eliminating the need for the additional dynamic lca
data structure.
concerned with maintaining a rooted tree whose nodes are either marked or unmarked, under an intermixed sequence of
the following operations:
make-tree(x) returns a tree consisting of only an unmarked node x;
insert(u, x, v) inserts a new node x in the middle of an edge (u, v), where x becomes a child of u, a parent of v and adopts
v ’s marked status;
insert-leaf (u, x) inserts a new unmarked node x as a child of u;
delete(u, x, v) deletes node x with an only child v and replaces it with an edge (u, v);
delete-leaf (x) deletes leaf x from the tree;
mark(x) marks node x, if x is the root or x’s parent is already marked;
unmark(x) unmarks node x, if x has no marked children;
fringe-ancestor(x) returns the nearest marked ancestor of x (which is x itself if it is marked).
These operations maintain the invariant that the marked nodes constitute a contiguous subtree at the root, i.e., if a node
is marked then all its ancestors on the path to the tree’s root are also marked, a restriction that enables faster algorithms,
circumventing an Ω( lognlog logn ) worst-case time lower bound for the unrestricted nearest marked ancestor problem [1].
Let T be the given tree. We maintain an Euler tour ET(T ) of T , as follows. ET(T ) is a path that starts and ends at the
tree root, and traverses each edge exactly twice, once from the parent to the child and once from the child to the parent,
according to a depth-ﬁrst traversal of the tree. Note that for each edge (x, y) in T there are has exactly two corresponding
edges in ET(T ), and for each node in T of degree k there are exactly k corresponding nodes in ET(T ) (except for the root
that has k + 1). A tree T and its Euler tour ET(T ) are illustrated in Fig. 1.
We store the Euler tour ET(T ) in a linear list, such that each tree node in T holds pointers to all its corresponding
elements in the linear list, and each edge in T store pointers to its two corresponding edges in ET(T ). We maintain this
linear list as dynamic union-split-ﬁnd data structure, which is capable of performing the following operations:
add(x, y) inserts a new element y after element x in ET(T );
remove(x) deletes element x from ET(T );
split(x) marks element x if x was not marked already;
union(x) unmarks element x if x was previously marked;
ﬁnd(x) returns the previous marked element (closest to x) in the linear list.
Using the data structure by Dietz and Raman [23], each of these ﬁve operations can be implemented in O (log logn) time in
the worst case. In addition, we also maintain in tandem a copy of the tree T in the least common ancestor (lca) data structure
of Cole and Hariharan [15], which supports the following operations in worst-case constant time:
insert(u, x, v) inserts a new node x in the middle of an edge (u, v);
insert-leaf (u, x) inserts a new node x as a child of u;
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delete-leaf (x) deletes leaf x from the tree;
lca(x, y) returns the lca of x and y.
We now show how these data structures are used to implement the operations in the fringe marked ancestor problem.
A make-tree operation creates a tree consisting of a single node and no edge. The corresponding Euler tour consists of
one single element and is initialized in O (1) worst-case time. Operations insert-leaf and insert require the insertion of one
or two elements into the Euler tour ET(T ), respectively, and thus are implemented in O (log logn) worst-case time with
a constant number of add operations in the dynamic union-split-ﬁnd data structure. Symmetrically, operations delete and
delete-leaf can be carried out in O (log logn) worst-case time with a constant number of remove operations in the dynamic
union-split-ﬁnd data structure. In both cases, the lca data structure is maintained in tandem in O (1) worst-case time for
each update. To mark a tree node x, we perform a split on the ﬁrst element corresponding to x in the Euler tour ET(T )
in O (log logn) time. Similarly, to unmark x it suﬃces to perform a union on the ﬁrst element corresponding to x in ET(T ).
Note that this use of the union-split-ﬁnd data structure guarantees that only the ﬁrst appearance of a node in the list
representing ET(T ) can be marked (see Fig. 1). Finally, the fringe-ancestor query is supported through one ﬁnd query in the
union-split-ﬁnd data structure and one lca query in the lca data structure, taking O (log logn) time in the worst-case, as the
following lemma shows.
Lemma 2.1. Let T be a tree, let x be a node of T and let x0 be the ﬁrst element of the Euler tour ET(T ) corresponding to node x. Let v0
be the closest marked element to the left of element x0 in ET(T ) and let v be the tree node corresponding to v0 . Then lca(v, x) is the
fringe ancestor of x in T .
Proof. Let y be the fringe ancestor of x in T , and assume by contradiction that y = lca(v, x). Node v0 is a marked element
of ET(T ), and thus the corresponding node v in T must be marked. Since the Euler tour ET(T ) follows a depth-ﬁrst visit
of tree T , denote by DFS(u) the depth-ﬁrst number of node u according to the Euler tour. The fact that v0 is the closest
marked element to the left of x0 in the Euler tour is equivalent to saying that DFS(v) DFS(x) and that no marked node u
is such that DFS(v) < DFS(u) DFS(x) (i.e., a depth-ﬁrst traversal in T enters v before entering x and it does not enter any
other marked node while going from v to x). Since lca(v, x) is an ancestor of v and v is marked, lca(v, x) must be marked
as well; furthermore, since lca(v, x) is an ancestor of x and lca(v, x) = y, lca(v, x) must be a proper ancestor of y, i.e., y
must be in the tree path from lca(v, x) and x. But then, the depth-ﬁrst traversal of T would enter marked node y while
going from v to x, clearly a contradiction. 
Thus, we have proved the following theorem.
Theorem 2.2. The above data structure solves the fringe marked ancestor problem on an unbounded degree tree in O (log logn) worst-
case time per operation.
We observe that the data structure can be further simpliﬁed in the application at hand. Indeed, in our suﬃx trees we
can solve the fringe marked ancestor problem even without using the lca data structure, since the degree of each suﬃx
tree node is bounded by the constant alphabet size. To do this, we modify the mark (unmark) operation to perform a split
(union) on all the elements corresponding to x in the Euler tour ET(T ). This does not infringe the time bounds, as there
are only a constant number of elements in ET(T ) corresponding to a suﬃx tree node. Now a fringe-ancestor query can be
directly supported through a ﬁnd query in the incremental union-split-ﬁnd data structure, as the following lemma shows
(see Fig. 1).
Lemma 2.3. Let T be a bounded degree tree, let x be a node of T and let x0 be the ﬁrst element of the Euler tour ET(T ) corresponding
to node x. Then the closest marked element to the left of element x0 in ET(T ) must correspond to the fringe ancestor of x in T .
Proof. Let vi be the closest marked element to the left of x0 in ET(T ), and let v be its corresponding node in the tree T .
Note that, since vi is a marked element of ET(T ), then v must be a marked node of T . Since the Euler tour ET(T ) follows
a depth-ﬁrst visit of tree T , and all the elements corresponding to a marked node in T are marked in the Euler tour ET(T ),
this is equivalent to saying that a depth-ﬁrst traversal in T encounters v before entering x and it does not encounter any
marked node (except for v) while going from v to x. Let lca(v, x) be the least common ancestor of v and x in T : note
that a depth-ﬁrst traversal of T must encounter lca(v, x) while going from v to x. Since v is marked, and lca(v, x) is an
ancestor of v , then lca(v, x) must be marked as well. Since v is last marked node encountered before x, this is possible only
if v = lca(v, x) is an ancestor of x: since there is no marked node from v to x (except for v), this implies that v must be
the fringe ancestor of x. 
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We assume that the reader has some textbook familiarity with suﬃx trees [18,32,40] and with the three classical suﬃx
tree construction algorithms by Weiner [49], McCreight [43] and Ukkonen [48]; Giegerich and Kurtz [30] offer an interesting
comparative analysis of these three algorithms. Given a text w = w1 · · ·wn over the alphabet Σ , the suﬃx tree of w , denoted
as Tw , is a rooted tree whose edges and nodes are labeled with substrings of w . The suﬃx tree of w satisﬁes the following
properties:
1. Edges leaving any given node are labeled with non-empty strings v that start with different alphabet symbols (v is a
substring of w);
2. Each node is labeled with a string v formed by the concatenation of the edge labels on the path from the root to that
node (v is a substring of w);
3. Each branching internal (non-leaf) node has at least two descendants, with the only possible exception of the root in
the degenerate case when a string is empty or it is formed by repetitions of a single alphabet symbol;
4. For each substring v of w , there exists a node labeled u, such that v is a preﬁx of u.
The locus of a substring v of w is the unique location in Tw that is labeled with v . Whenever possible, it is convenient to
append at the end of the text w a special unique terminating alphabet symbol $ which does not appear anywhere within w .
This guarantees that Tw$ has exactly |w| + 1 leaves that are labeled with all the distinct non-empty suﬃxes of w$. The
number of branching internal nodes is no larger than |w|. However, in on-line algorithms that construct the suﬃx trees for
a left-to-right streaming text, it would be too costly to append and then remove the special terminating alphabet symbol
$ at each step. Therefore, an on-line algorithm for left-to-right extended text must be able to handle also suﬃx tree nodes
representing text suﬃxes which may not be branching out of the tree. The locus of such text suﬃxes may be in the middle
of a suﬃx tree edge or may coincide with an internal branching suﬃx tree node. In the former case, the corresponding
position (in the middle of a suﬃx tree edge) is referred to as an implicit node, since this node is not represented explicitly
in the suﬃx tree. In the latter case, the suﬃx tree node is referred to as an explicit node. A locus in the middle of a suﬃx
tree edge is deﬁned by the node v immediately below the edge and by its distance in number of symbols to v . We refer to
thls distance as the slack distance of the locus.
M-links. Weiner, McCreight and Ukkonen all augment the suﬃx tree T with shortcuts called suﬃx links that are used to
eﬃciently traverse the suﬃx tree. For a suﬃx tree node v = v1 · · · vk , the M-link M(v) = u, McCreight suﬃx link (also
used by Ukkonen), is deﬁned to be a pointer to the suﬃx tree node u = v2 · · · vk that is obtained by chopping off the ﬁrst
symbol a = v1 of v = au. These M-links are well deﬁned for any branching suﬃx tree node (except for the root): indeed,
if the node v = au branches with edges that begin with alphabet symbols b and c, b = c, then the suﬃx tree also contains
the substrings ub and uc and there must be a node labeled u, branching on the symbols b and c. The situation with suﬃx
tree leaves is a little more complicated. Leaves clearly represent text suﬃxes, since only suﬃxes of the text end abruptly
on their right side. If the text is terminated with a special unique alphabet symbol $, then all suﬃxes of the text are leaves
and, therefore, if v = au is a leaf then its suﬃx u must also be a leaf. However, if the text is not terminated with the special
symbol $, then the suﬃx u could either coincide with an existing branching node or be an implicit node in the middle of
an edge. In the latter case, the M-link M(v) of a leaf v might be an implicit node, and therefore undeﬁned. Nonetheless,
each leaf v = au represents a suﬃx and if the M-link M(v) = u is deﬁned then it is also a suﬃx. Since each non-root node
has one M-link and M-links cannot introduce cycles, M-links deﬁne a tree rooted at the suﬃx tree root, which becomes
a trie when labeled with the chopped ﬁrst symbols. This trie, which we call the suﬃx link trie, is a subtree of the suﬃx
trie for the reverse text. Fig. 2 illustrates a suﬃx tree (Fig. 2(a)) and its M-links (Fig. 2(b)) in the case where all leaves
have their M-links deﬁned. If some suﬃx tree leaves do not have their M-links deﬁned, we can still deﬁne the suﬃx link
trie by considering the suﬃx links for all suﬃx tree nodes and implicit nodes, as shown in Fig. 3. The path in the suﬃx
link trie from the longest leaf representing the full text to the root goes through all the suﬃxes of the text, which are the
only substrings that get extended while the input text is processed from left to right. We call this path the suﬃx chain (see
Fig. 3(b)). The following simple observation was formalized in [13]:
Lemma 3.1. The suﬃx chain can always be partitioned into the following three consecutive segments:
(1) leaves;
(2) implicit nodes (ﬁrst within external leaf edges and next within internal edges); and
(3) explicit nodes.
W-links. Similarly to M-links, the W-link Wa(u) = v , Weiner’s suﬃx link, of a suﬃx tree node u and symbol a ∈ Σ , is
deﬁned to be a pointer to the suﬃx tree locus labeled v = au, obtained by appending the symbol a before u. The W-link
is only deﬁned for those symbols a ∈ Σ , such that v = au is a substring of the text w , and undeﬁned otherwise. If v = au
is a suﬃx tree node, then the W-link Wa(u) = v is called a hard W-link and it is just the opposite pointer of the M-link
M(v) = u. However au may also be the locus in the middle of the edge ending at vx = aux, x =  , rather than a suﬃx tree
D. Breslauer, G.F. Italiano / Journal of Discrete Algorithms 18 (2013) 32–48 37Fig. 2. (a) The suﬃx tree Tw of the text w = cbcba. (b) The M-links of Tw that constitute the suﬃx link trie. (c) The hard and soft W-links of Tw ; hard
W-links (opposite of M-links) are shown dashed and soft W-links are shown dotted.
Fig. 3. (a) The suﬃx tree for the text w = abaababaababaabab with the M-links deﬁned for the internal branching nodes. (b) The suﬃx tree with implicit
nodes and the suﬃx chain. The suﬃx link trie consists of the suﬃx chain in ﬁgure (b) plus the M-links shown in (a).
node, in which case Wa(u) is a soft W-link that is deﬁned as a pointer to the shortest extension vx = aux that is a branching
suﬃx tree node or a leaf. Note that the deﬁnition of W-links may also be extended to implicit nodes in the middle of an
edge. Thus, if Wa(u) is deﬁned, then au is always preﬁx of the node Wa(u). Observe that when new nodes are inserted into
the suﬃx tree, if a new node auy is created between au and Wa(u) = aux, then the soft W-link Wa(u) must be updated to
point to auy; hard W-links and their opposite M-links are not affected by the insertion of new nodes.
Let v be a suﬃx tree node: throughout this paper, we denote by d(v) the depth of v in the suﬃx tree (note that
implicit nodes do not contribute to the depth). The following simple properties of W-links are widely used by suﬃx tree
construction algorithms.
Lemma 3.2. For each suﬃx tree locus v = au, the suﬃx tree depths satisfy d(v) d(u) + 1.
Proof. Each node on the path from v = au to the root, except for the root, has an M-link pointing to a different correspond-
ing node on the path from u =M(v) to the root (see Fig. 4). 
The next lemma shows that the W-links are contiguous in the suﬃx tree, which allows us to use the fringe marked
ancestor data structure from Section 2.
Lemma 3.3. If the W-linkWa(u) is deﬁned for a node u ∈ Tw and symbol a ∈ Σ , then all ancestors u′ ∈ Tw of u must also have their
W-linkWa(u′) deﬁned.
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Proof. If u ∈ Tw has a W-link Wa(u) deﬁned, then au is a substring of w and any preﬁx au′ of au is also a substring
of w . 
Remarkably, the total number of W-links, which are the same as the edges in the directed acyclic word graph (DAWG),
is not too large [9,16,18,40], independent of the alphabet size.
Lemma 3.4. (See Blumer et al. [9] and Crochemore [16].) There are at most 3 · |w| deﬁned W-links.
R-links. Given the text w = w1 · · ·wn , we denote its reverse by w˜ = wn · · · w1. Some of the algorithms presented in this
paper will also maintain Tw˜ , the suﬃx tree of w˜ . We will need to identify each node v ∈ Tw with its reverse node v˜ ∈ Tw˜ ,
if such node exists. If both v ∈ Tw and v˜ ∈ Tw˜ are internal branching nodes, then we deﬁne the R-link to be a pointer from
the node v in the suﬃx tree Tw to the node v˜ in the reverse suﬃx tree Tw˜ . Such R-link pointers can be maintained in both
directions.
We say that an internal branching node v of a suﬃx tree is a core node if v has at least two distinct W-links, i.e., Wa(v)
and Wb(v), with alphabet symbols a = b. We refer to the set of core nodes as the core of the suﬃx tree. Note that the core
nodes are exactly those nodes that have their R-links deﬁned. Clearly, by Lemma 3.3, any ancestor u of a core node v is
also a core node. Consequently, the core of a suﬃx tree forms a contiguous subtree at the tree root, which allows us to use
the fringe marked ancestor data structure from Section 2 to ﬁnd the nearest ancestor core node for any given node in the
suﬃx tree.
4. Right-to-left construction
In this section we show how to adapt Weiner’s right-to-left on-line suﬃx tree construction algorithm [18,32,40,49] into
an algorithm that takes O (log logn) worst-case time processing each input symbol and spends O (n log logn) time in total.
Since Weiner’s algorithm constructs the suﬃx tree for a text that is extended from right to left, in each step the existing
set of suﬃxes does not change and only one new suﬃx, i.e., the longest suﬃx equal to the whole text, is added to the
suﬃx tree. In this case, we can also conveniently assume that the text is terminated with the special unique symbol $, and
therefore, that all the text’s suﬃxes are represented by leaves.
4.1. Weiner’s algorithm
We now recall the detailed individual steps of Weiner’s algorithm. Suppose that the text w$ is extended from right to
left with the next alphabet symbol a ∈ Σ . Then, the suﬃx tree Tw$ has to be updated to become Taw$ by inserting the new
leaf aw$ hanging off some internal branching node v: this internal node v might already exist in Tw$ or it might need to
be inserted as well. Observe that the insertion point v is the longest preﬁx of the extended text aw$ that is equal to some
substring of w$, also called sometimes the longest repeated preﬁx. Unless v is the suﬃx tree root, which may only happen
if a ∈ Σ is a new alphabet symbol never seen before (in which case aw$ will be hanging off the root), the suﬃx tree Taw$
must also contain the branching node u =M(v). Furthermore, this node u was already in the suﬃx tree Tw$ before w$
was extended to aw$. Observe that u is an ancestor and a preﬁx of w$. Moreover, u ∈ Tw$ is the deepest ancestor and
longest preﬁx of w$, that has the W-link v ′′ =Wa(u) deﬁned. The possibly new node v = au ∈ Taw$, is an ancestor of v ′′ .
To extend Tw$ into Taw$, Weiner’s algorithm ﬁnds the node u by tracing the path from the leaf w$ towards the root
until it encounters the nearest ancestor u of w$ whose W-link Wa(u) is deﬁned (see Fig. 5). Let u′ =M(v ′) be the nearest
ancestor of w$ having a hard W-link Wa(u′) deﬁned. If v ′′ =Wa(u) is a hard W-link, then u′ = u and the insertion point
v = v ′′ already exists in the suﬃx tree Tw$. If v ′′ = Wa(u) is a soft W-link, then u′ = u and a new branching node v ,
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(b) New W-links to aw$ are created from all nodes on the path between w$ up to u (W-link creation tasks). (c) W-links to v ′′ from all nodes on the
path between u up to u′ are updated to point to v instead (W-link update tasks). Observe that each one of these adjusted W-links (d(w$)–d(u) created
and d(u)–d(u′) updated) is at a different depth and the insertion depth was reduced by the number of adjusted soft W-links; the new hard W-link
Wa(w$) = aw$ and updated hard W-link Wa(u) = v have corresponding nodes on the path to aw$. The new node v also adopts all the outgoing W-links
of v ′′ (not shown).
such that M(v) = u, must be created on the edge between v ′′ and its parent v ′ in the suﬃx tree Tw$ and its W-links are
initialized to be precisely the same W-links as its child v ′′ .
Throughout this process, some W-links need to be adjusted along the way, i.e., either created or updated. The number
of adjustments involving hard W-links is constant, as we have to create one new hard W-link from the leaf w$ to the new
leaf aw$, and change the existing soft W-link Wa(u) = v ′′ to a hard W-link Wa(u) = v , if a new branching node v had to
be created. The adjustments involving soft W-links are more numerous, and we refer to them as W-link adjustment tasks.
In particular, W-link adjustment tasks consist of W-link creation tasks and W-link update tasks, deﬁned as follows. W-link
creation tasks create new soft W-links from the ancestors of w$ at depths d(u)+ 1, . . . ,d(w$)− 1 to the new leaf aw$ (see
Fig. 5(b)). If a new node v had to be created, the W-link update tasks move the existing soft W-links of the ancestors of w$
at depths d(u′) + 1, . . . ,d(u) − 1 from the node v ′′ to the newly created node v (see Fig. 5(c)).
Observe that each one of these new and updated W-links is at a different suﬃx tree depth, and therefore, the W-link
adjustments can be implicitly identiﬁed eﬃciently, in constant time, which is going to be crucial for the time analysis. In
addition, if a new branching node v was created, then v also adopts all the W-links of v ′′ (all adopted W-links become soft,
including those W-links of v ′′ that were hard).
The amortized analysis of Weiner’s algorithm is based on the fact that the suﬃx tree depth of aw$ is by at most one
larger than the suﬃx tree depth of w$. This is the case because each ancestor of aw$, except for the root, has an M-link
that points to a different ancestor of w$, by Lemma 3.2. Thus, the number of steps traversing the path from w$ towards
the root to ﬁnd u is bounded by the depth reduction and the overall total depth increases throughout the algorithm are
bounded by the number of text symbols.
4.2. Quasi real-time right-to-left construction
Our quasi real-time adaptation of Weiner’s algorithm maintains a W-link adjustments de-amortization stack with all the
delayed soft and hard W-link adjustment tasks (both W-link creations and W-link updates). We observe that the soft W-
link update tasks would be at depths d(u′) + 1, . . . ,d(u) − 1, while the soft W-link creation tasks would be at depths
d(u) + 1, . . . ,d(w$) − 1 (see Fig. 5). This has two important consequences. First, we do not need to push explicitly all
those tasks onto the de-amortization stack, as we can do this implicitly in constant time. Second, all those tasks will be at
different depth levels at the time they are (implicitly) pushed onto the de-amortization stack. With this approach, tasks will
be then executed from the de-amortization stack according to their increasing depth, i.e., from shallow to deep, in reverse
order of Weiner’s original algorithm. Consider now aw$, the next suﬃx to be inserted. Clearly, d(aw$) = d(v) + 1 and by
Lemma 3.2, d(v) d(u) + 1 and d(v) d(u′) + 2, which implies that d(aw$) d(u′) + 3. Thus, when the next suﬃx aw$ is
inserted, only tasks whose tree depth is at most  d(aw$) − 1 d(u′) + 2 may be pushed onto the de-amortization stack.
To keep the invariant that all the delayed tasks are at different increasing depth levels at the time they are put on the
de-amortization stack, each time a new suﬃx is inserted it would suﬃce to execute a constant number (i.e., at least two)
of previously delayed W-link adjustment tasks from the top of the de-amortization stack. Not only this will make room for
the new tasks, but it will also allow us to catch up eventually with all the delayed tasks, thanks to the amortized analysis
of Weiner’s algorithm.
40 D. Breslauer, G.F. Italiano / Journal of Discrete Algorithms 18 (2013) 32–48Fig. 6. Finding the insertion point v . Throughout this ﬁgure, soft W-links are shown dashed and hard W-links are shown solid. (a) Soft and hard W-links:
follow the ﬁrst ancestor u with W-link v ′′ =Wa(u) deﬁned. (b) Hard W-links and indicators (nodes with indicators shown as thicker dots): follow the ﬁrst
ancestor u′ with hard W-link v ′ =Wa(u′) deﬁned, using the offset of the ﬁrst ancestor u with set indicator. (c) Only hard W-links: follow the ﬁrst ancestor
u′ with hard W-link v ′ =Wa(u′) deﬁned and compute the offset of v from v ′ in a second scan.
Since the current suﬃx tree insertion depth increases at most by one with each text symbol, by executing a constant
number of tasks (at least two) from the de-amortization stack in each step, we can be sure that all tasks at the current depth
were already accomplished. Note that by inserting new branching nodes the depth of existing tasks on the de-amortization
task can increase, but never decrease: thus, the depths used for these stack depth properties are the depth of the tasks at
the time the tasks are put on the stack.
Theorem 4.1. We can adapt Weiner’s right-to-left on-line suﬃx tree algorithm over constant size alphabets to take up to O (log logn)
time processing each input symbol and spend O (n log logn) time in total.
Proof. For each alphabet symbol a ∈ Σ , we maintain in tandem a separate fringe marked ancestor data structure mirroring
the suﬃx tree, where a node u is marked if and only if the W-link Wa(u) is deﬁned. By Lemma 3.3, the W-links are con-
tiguous and the fringe marked ancestor data structure may be used. Over constant size alphabets, all these data structures
are updated in additional O (log logn) worst-case time per each new suﬃx node and leaf and each new W-link (W-link
updates do not affect the fringe marked ancestor data structure). Thus, we created an alternative mechanism to ﬁnd the
suﬃx tree insertion point instead of tracing the path to the root; we use symbol a’s fringe marked ancestor data structure
to directly ﬁnd the nearest ancestor u of w$ that is marked, or in other words, has W-link Wa(u) deﬁned, in O (log logn)
worst-case time.
Speciﬁcally, the algorithm jumps from the leaf w$ to its ﬁrst ancestor u with deﬁned W-link v ′′ =Wa(u), then to the
parent v ′ of v ′′ and then following the M-link to u′ =M(v ′). See Fig. 6(a). The new branching node v in created between
v ′ and v ′′ , such that the lengths |v|− |v ′| = |u|− |u′|. If the W-link v ′′ =Wa(u) was a hard W-link, then the branching node
v = v ′ = v ′′ already exists and no new node v needs to be created simplifying the process; in this case also u = u′ = v ′′
and there are no W-link update tasks.
While this allows us to insert the new leaf and branching node quickly (with their associated M-links, opposite hard
W-links and the adopted W-links), we also need to create the new soft W-links on the path between w$ and u and
update the existing soft W-links on the path between u and u′ . We maintain a de-amortization stack for these soft W-link
adjustment tasks, and execute these tasks later, adjusting the W-links from shallow to deep. The affected nodes at depths
d(u′) + 1, . . . ,d(u) − 1 require existing soft W-link adjustments and at depths d(u) + 1, . . . ,d(w$) − 1 get new soft W-
links. Since the depth of the suﬃx tree insertion point increases at most by one in each step, if we update at least one or
more W-links from the de-amortization stack at each step, we guarantee that the depths of the remaining pending W-link
adjustment tasks on the stack are strictly increasing. 
Note that the hard W-links and their opposite M-links may be created immediately for each new branching node and
new leaf as they are inserted, but the leaf’s hard W-link creation in the fringe marked ancestor data structure must take
place according to the de-amortized stack depth order to preserve the fringe property. However, an algorithm may also
wish to gain access to the internal invisible soft W-links through “just in time” de-amortization, as shown in the following
corollary.
Corollary 4.2. An algorithm may access the internal invisible W-links that will be available “just in time”, if it executes the delayed
W-link adjustment tasks from the de-amortization stack, provided that such algorithm traverses the suﬃx tree starting from the root.
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one suﬃx tree locus to another locus that is at most one tree level deeper. Such moves can be done by following a suﬃx
tree edge one symbol or even the full edge length or by following W-links. The W-links on the de-amortization stack that
need to be adjusted are each at different increasing depth level. If the algorithm sweeps the de-amortization stack and
executes the delayed updates ahead of using the W-links, it is guaranteed that the W-links at the current level that is
visited are ready before used. 
Remark. The common textbook description of Weiner’s [18,32,40] algorithm, that can probably be traced back to
Seiferas’ [44] simpliﬁed presentation, uses Boolean indicator variables instead of soft W-links (Fig. 6(a)–(b); the fringe
marked ancestor data structure is actually used to maintain these indicators). This is very appealing since neither hard
W-links nor Boolean indicators need to be updated once set, unlike soft W-links that require constant maintenance. We
wish to point out a rather trivial observation, that the Boolean indicators are not required at all and it suﬃces to maintain
only the hard W-links and use a second quick scan to locate the suﬃx tree insertion point v , borrowing a technique from
McCreight’s [43] and Ukkonen’s [48] algorithms. See Fig. 6(c), where the edge between v ′ and its child v ′′ corresponds to
the path between u′ =M(v ′) and u′′ =M(v ′′); u =M(v) = lca(w$,u′′) and the edge labels on the path between u′ and
u are equal to the corresponding parts of the edge label between v ′ and v . Thus, u is the most shallow node on this path
between u′ and u′′ , where the ﬁrst symbol on the edge at u is not equal to its corresponding symbol on the edge between
v ′ and v ′′ . The space requirements of maintaining the suﬃx tree edges as pointers from nodes to their parents and the
hard W-links are very similar to those of maintaining the M-links (pointers towards the root of the suﬃx link trie) and the
branching suﬃx tree edges in McCreight’s and Ukkonen’s algorithms.
5. Left-to-right construction
Constructing the suﬃx tree from left to right in near real time is a much more complicated undertaking that requires
more sophisticated de-amortization techniques. Indeed, when the text is extended from left to right, all the suﬃxes are
simultaneously extended and the suﬃx tree may undergo multiple structural changes at the same time: such structural
changes may occur in large batches which may insert many new visible internal nodes and leaves at once [13,18,32,40,
43,48]. Observe that unlike Weiner’s [49] right-to-left algorithm, now we cannot conveniently append to the text w the
special suﬃx terminating symbol $ that guarantees that all suﬃxes are represented by leaves, but we can still append this
terminating symbol to the reverse text w˜$ (i.e., at the beginning of the text $w).
5.1. Ukkonen’s algorithm
Differently from right-to-left extensions, when the input text is streamed on-line from left to right all the text suﬃxes
must be simultaneously extended in the suﬃx tree. We have shown in Section 3 that all these suﬃxes belong to the suﬃx
chain (i.e., Fig. 3(b)), which by Lemma 3.1, is partitioned into the following consecutive segments: (1) leaves; (2) implicit
nodes (external, internal); (3) explicit nodes. As the suﬃx tree is being constructed, the loci of the implicit nodes on the
suﬃx chain that end in the middle of suﬃx tree edges may be converted into explicit internal branching nodes and new
leaves may be inserted hanging off these new and off existing internal branching nodes. Ukkonen’s algorithm speciﬁes how
this process may be implemented eﬃciently.
One of the important observations made by Ukkonen is that once some text suﬃx becomes a leaf, it will remain forever
a leaf after all future left-to-right suﬃx extensions. This implies that every time a new input symbol is added at the right
end of the text, i.e., a new suﬃx is added to the suﬃx tree, the edges leading into every existing leaf must be automatically
extended by that symbol. In other words, upon each suﬃx extension of the text we do not need to explicitly update
the leaves, since leaves will always stretch up to the current end of the text. Hence, by labeling the external suﬃx tree
edges leading to leaves “open ended”, reaching to the current, continuously growing end of the text, Ukkonen invented an
automatic gratuitous extension mechanism for the leaf labels.
To handle the extensions of the remaining text suﬃxes, Ukkonen’s algorithm maintains throughout its execution the
active point, which is the longest suﬃx of the text that has not yet branched out of the suﬃx tree to become a leaf. If the
text is extended from $w to $wa, then the active point is the locus of the longest suﬃx of the extended text $wa in T$wa
that is equal to a substring of $w , also called the longest repeated suﬃx. The updates carried out by Ukkonen’s algorithm
hinge on active points: only the suﬃxes above the active point need to be updated, as all the longer suﬃxes are leaves and
thus are gratuitously extended as explained earlier. In particular, Ukkonen’s algorithm walks through the remaining suﬃxes
along the suﬃx chain, starting from the active point and progressing towards the suﬃx tree root (i.e., the empty suﬃx),
testing each node for update eligibility.
Consider the text $w that is extended to $wa. When the algorithm encounters along the suﬃx chain the ﬁrst node that
can be extended with symbol a within the current suﬃx tree T$w , i.e., the ﬁrst node for which there is already an outgoing
edge whose label starts with the symbol a, then such a node will be implicitly updated advancing within the suﬃx tree,
which involves no structural update at all in the visible suﬃx tree. This ﬁrst node along the suﬃx chain is called the end
point, and the algorithm may stop the suﬃx tree updates here: indeed, every shorter suﬃx than the end point may also be
extended with a within the current suﬃx tree T$w (if a particular suﬃx can be extended with symbol a within the suﬃx
42 D. Breslauer, G.F. Italiano / Journal of Discrete Algorithms 18 (2013) 32–48Fig. 7. Ukkonen’s algorithm: the suﬃx chain and the active point (drawn as a star-shaped node). (a) The suﬃx tree when the text $w =
$abaababaababaababa is extended on the right by symbol b. The large and small dark nodes indicate leaves and implicit nodes of T$w , respectively.
Grey nodes indicate the new leaves and implicit nodes of the suﬃx tree T$wb after the suﬃx extension. The suﬃx chain of T$w is represented by the
dashed edges. The suﬃx insertion path of T$w is the subpath of the suﬃx chain between the active point (at locus abaababaababa) and the end point (at
locus aba); in this example, all the nodes in the suﬃx insertion path yield a branching node insertion task. (b) The suﬃx chain of T$wb , after the text $w
is extended on the right by symbol b: the new active point is at locus abab.
tree, then also all the shorter suﬃxes can be extended with a). On the other hand, every suﬃx longer than the end point
(up to and including the active point) will be extended into a branching leaf node in the new suﬃx tree T$wa: thus, as
the suﬃx tree gets updated from T$w to T$wa , the new active point can be simply found by advancing from the end point
following the symbol a within the suﬃx tree.
In summary, an iteration of Ukkonen’s algorithm works on all suﬃxes between the active point and up to (and excluding)
the end point. We refer to this sub-path of the suﬃx chain as the suﬃx insertion path. In other words, the suﬃx insertion
path is a sub-path of the suﬃx chain that contains all the nodes that during the iteration must branch out (if they have not
done already so) and get new leaves representing suﬃxes. The suﬃx insertion path may be empty when the active point
coincides with the end point, i.e., the active point can be extended with the next symbol a. We refer to all the updates
carried out in a suﬃx insertion path as an insertion batch. Fig. 7 illustrates the notions of active point, suﬃx insertion path
and the insertion batch performed by the algorithm after processing a new text symbol. More speciﬁcally, for each node in
the suﬃx insertion path Ukkonen’s algorithm performs the following tasks:
1. If the node was an implicit node in the middle of an edge, it must branch out by creating a branching node by splitting
the edge and inserting a leaf hanging off this new branching node. We refer to this as a branching node insertion task.
Note that the suﬃx chain nodes of this type are precisely all the new internal branching nodes that are created by
the algorithm and the new branching nodes are all implicit suﬃxes between the longest implicit suﬃx and the shortest
implicit suﬃx.
2. If the node was an an existing explicit node, it must branch out by creating a leaf hanging off that existing explicit node.
We refer to this as a leaf insertion task. Note that the nodes of this type are precisely the existing internal branching
nodes on the suﬃx chain between the longest explicit suﬃx and (excluding) the end point.
We recall here that Ukkonen’s algorithm maintains information about suﬃxes in canonical form, i.e., the locus of an
implicit node is represented by a pointer to its closest ancestor in the suﬃx tree and by an offset from the ancestor within
the corresponding suﬃx tree edge. To carry out an insertion batch, the algorithm traces the suﬃx insertion path starting
from the active point by following M-links (at the immediate ancestor of implicit nodes), and possibly some downward
suﬃx tree edges, until the end point (and thus the new active point) is reached. At each step in this process, Ukkonen’s
algorithm navigates the suﬃx tree by selecting the edges at each branching node according to their ﬁrst occurring symbol,
quickly moving downward the suﬃx tree path towards the implicit node. This information is updated while tracing the
suﬃx tree, selecting the appropriate branch at each internal suﬃx tree node according to the ﬁrst symbol on the branching
edges and verifying the remaining symbols on the current edge. While following M-links, however, some new suﬃx tree
nodes may appear on the path between the suﬃx tree node and the offset representing the implicit node’s locus and thus
the implicit node’s representation has to be updated to the canonical form specifying the locus of implicit nodes by their
offset relative to the beginning of the edge where they are now located.
D. Breslauer, G.F. Italiano / Journal of Discrete Algorithms 18 (2013) 32–48 43Fig. 8. R-links between the suﬃx tree of the text $w = $abaababaababaababa (left, see Fig. 7) and the corresponding reverse suﬃx tree w˜$ =
ababaababaababaaba$ (right). The suﬃx trees are depicted as the text $w is extended on the right by the symbol b, where the grey nodes indicate
the new leaves representing the extended suﬃxes that branch out of the suﬃx tree. The leftmost edge in the right tree exists only after inserting the new
symbol b, and the insertion point of the next suﬃx bw˜$ in the reverse suﬃx tree Tw˜$ is at locus baba, which is exactly the reverse of Ukkonen’s new
active point in the suﬃx tree T$wb ; this active point is reached by following the R-link from node aba =M(baba) in the reverse suﬃx tree Tw˜$ to its
reverse aba in the suﬃx tree T$wb and then extending this locus on the right by b. The suﬃx chain of T$w corresponds to all preﬁxes of the reverse text
w˜$ = ababaababaababaaba$, and in particular the suﬃx insertion path of T$w corresponds to all the preﬁxes of the reverse text w˜$ between ababaababaaba
and (excluding) aba. Depicted “would be R-links” are shown for illustrative purpose and are not maintained for leaves and implicit nodes.
Ukkonen showed that the total amount of work required by the algorithm is linear in the input text, and thus it can be
amortized to constant time per text symbol. First, the total number of leaves inserted in the suﬃx tree (i.e., both leaf and
branching node insertions tasks) can be amortized against the total number of symbols in the text. Second, the total work
performed during the canonization steps can be amortized against the suﬃx tree depth. Despite its amortized eﬃciency,
a single insertion batch might still require the insertion of many new suﬃxes and the execution of many canonization steps,
and therefore might be very expensive in the worst case. Observe that unlike Weiner’s algorithm, Ukkonen’s algorithm has
a dual amortization argument: one for the node insertion based on the text length and another for the canonization steps
based on the suﬃx tree depth (which is in turn bounded by the text length).
5.2. Quasi real-time left-to-right construction
Our quasi real-time adaptation of Ukkonen’s algorithm hinges on a de-amortization of the time consuming visible in-
sertion batches, which is reminiscent of our de-amortization of the invisible W-links adjustments in Weiner’s algorithm
described in Section 4. The high-level ideas behind our approach are the following. We maintain a node insertion de-
amortization stack with the delayed visible suﬃx tree leaf and the branching node insertion tasks, that will be performed
from short to long insertion points, i.e., in reverse order with respect to Ukkonen’s original algorithm. We get to the end
of the suﬃx insertion path by using our adaptation of Weiner’s right-to-left algorithm: we maintain the suﬃx tree Tw˜$ of
the reverse text and use R-links to connect from the reverse suﬃx tree Tw˜$ back to our left-to-right suﬃx tree T$w . We
then traverse the suﬃx insertion path backwards by following W-links: recall that hard W-links are the opposite of the
M-links used by Ukkonen’s original algorithm and as we shall see, the soft W-links can be used similarly with an additional
eﬃciency beneﬁt that avoids the canonization steps in Ukkonen’s algorithm. Thus, our adaptation of Ukkonen’s algorithm
requires W-links instead of Ukkonen’s M-links: we will show how to maintain these invisible W-links in real-time via a
suitable relaxation of the suﬃx tree representation.
R-links from Tw˜$ to T$w . The following straightforward observation, that is illustrated in Fig. 8, demonstrates the relationship
between the active point in Ukkonen’s algorithm and the insertion point in Weiner’s algorithm as applied to the reverse
text, laying the foundation to our simultaneous construction of the right-to-left reverse suﬃx tree Tw˜$ in tandem with the
left-to-right suﬃx tree T$w .
Lemma 5.1. Ukkonen’s algorithm active point in the suﬃx tree T$wa is the reverse of Weiner’s algorithm insertion point of the suﬃx
aw˜$ in the suﬃx tree Tw˜$ .
Proof. In Ukkonen’s algorithm, the active point v in T$wa is the longest repeated suﬃx of the text $wa that also appeared
earlier in $w . This is equivalent to saying that the reverse string v˜ is the longest repeated preﬁx of the reverse text aw˜$
that appeared earlier in w˜$. Thus, v˜ is the insertion point of the suﬃx aw˜$ in Tw˜$ for Weiner’s algorithm. 
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in Tw˜$, by trying to extend from right to left the reverse suﬃx tree Tw˜$ with symbol a. By using our quasi real-time
implementation of Weiner’s right-to-left algorithm presented in Section 4, we are guaranteed that the insertion point of
the new suﬃx aw˜$ in Tw˜$ is computed right at the ﬁrst step, i.e., after O (log logn) time. By Lemma 5.1, we can use this
information to jump ahead at the end of the insertion batch produced by Ukkonen’s algorithm when the text $w is extended
from left to right with symbol a. To do that, we maintain the two suﬃx trees T$w and Tw˜$ in tandem, by executing each
step of our quasi real-time implementation of Weiner’s right-to-left algorithm applied to the reverse text w˜ , immediately
before each step of our quasi real-time implementation of Ukkonen’s left-to-right algorithm, to be presented next.
Lemma 5.2. We can ﬁnd Ukkonen’s new active point in T$wa in constant time with the help of Weiner’s reverse suﬃx tree Taw˜$ ,
provided that the R-links are correctly maintained.
Proof. First, we apply the text extension to our adaptation of Weiner’s algorithm to get Taw˜$. There are two cases. If the
new insertion point v is exactly one symbol longer than the old insertion point, then the old insertion point was u, the
immediate ancestor of w˜$ with deﬁned W-link Wa(u) = v . In this case, the length of Ukkonen’s active point also increases
by one and its locus is computed by moving downward by symbol a in the suﬃx tree T$w .
Otherwise, the search for the ancestor u with deﬁned W-link Wa(u) took a few steps up the reverse suﬃx tree Taw˜$. We
claim that in Weiner’s algorithm, the node u must have another second W-link Wb(u) deﬁned for some alphabet symbol
b = a, in addition to the W-link Wa(u). Indeed, in this case, in the suﬃx tree T$w there must be at least one suﬃx tree
node, say z, between w˜$ and u, and z must have a W-link Wb(z) deﬁned. Note that it must be b = a, otherwise u would
not be the lowest ancestor of w˜$ with Wa(u) deﬁned. Furthermore, Wb(u) must be deﬁned by Lemma 3.3 since u is an
ancestor of z. Since node u has W-links Wa(u) and Wb(u) deﬁned, b = a, u˜ must be a branching node in Ukkonen’s suﬃx
tree T$w . Consequently, we can get to the node u˜ in T$w in constant time by following the R-link from u in the reverse
suﬃx tree Taw˜$ to T$w , and then advance to the locus of u˜a by following the alphabet symbol a in T$w . 
Note that in the proof of Lemma 5.2, after following an R-link, we still need to move one step down to get to the proper
locus in the suﬃx tree T$w . This is due to the fact that we did not deﬁne R-links for leaves or for implicit nodes of T$w ,
but only for internal branching nodes. The main reason for this restriction is that R-links for implicit nodes would be too
expensive to maintain, while R-links for leaves do not appear to be very useful. First, we analyze implicit nodes, which
play a role in the suﬃx chain of T$w . In particular, there is a mapping between suﬃxes in T$w and preﬁxes in the reverse
tree T w˜$. Consider indeed the longest leaf $w ∈ T$w representing the whole text $w and the longest leaf representing the
reverse whole text w˜$ ∈ Tw˜$: the suﬃx chain in T$w , i.e., the nodes on the path of M-links starting at $w ∈ T$w , maps
to the loci of the reverse preﬁxes in T w˜$ of the leaf w˜$ (see e.g., Fig. 8). R-links for implicit nodes would have made it
possible to trace those two paths side by side. However, had we deﬁned R-links for implicit nodes, when the text $w is
being extended from left to right, all the suﬃxes the suﬃx chain in T$w would have to be extended simultaneously, and
consequently the R-links of all those implicit nodes would have to be updated. The leaves in T$w do not change with suﬃx
extensions, and thus the maintenance of R-links for those leaves would not be problematic. However, R-links for leaves do
not look particularly useful either, as in our approach R-links are used to get to internal nodes of the suﬃx tree T$w . Fig. 8
shows also some of those undeﬁned R-links for leaves or for implicit nodes as “would be R-links”.
W-links in Ukkonen’s algorithm. W-links replace the M-links in our adaptation of Ukkonen’s algorithm. We ﬁrst prove that
W-links are crucial for tracking eﬃciently the suﬃx insertion path, then explain how W-links are affected by each left-to-
right suﬃx extension, and ﬁnally present a relaxed suﬃx tree representation that permits to maintain the W-links correctly
in real-time. We start by proving that the suﬃx insertion path can be traced backwards in linear time in its length, as
shown by the following lemma. Note that this avoids also the extra amortization due to the canonization steps in Ukkonen’s
algorithm.
Lemma 5.3. Given the end point, the suﬃx insertion path may be traced in increasing order of the insertion point lengths in time
proportional to its size by properly following W-links.
Proof. The ﬁrst (possibly empty) segment consisting of explicit nodes can be traced in linear time by following hard W-links
(the opposite of the M-links used by Ukkonen’s algorithm) starting from the end point. If the suﬃx insertion path contains
implicit nodes, we can then jump from the longest explicit suﬃx to the shortest implicit suﬃx by following a soft W-link
to the explicit node just below the implicit node. From now on, we can trace the second segment of the suﬃx insertion
path following again soft W-links: from each implicit node, we can jump via a soft W-link from the lower endpoint of the
edge that is being split to the explicit node just below the next node in the suﬃx insertion path. Note that each new node
splitting an edge will inherit the W-links from the explicit node just below it as in Weiner’s algorithm, i.e., at the lower
endpoint of the split edge. 
We now analyze the effect of left-to-right suﬃx extensions on W-links. Adjustments involving hard W-links can be easily
taken care of, as they are simply the opposite of M-links that are eventually created with the new branching nodes and
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are more involved. Recall that, when extended from left to right, the suﬃx tree may undergo two different types of steps:
an insertion step, when the suﬃx extension causes the active point in Ukkonen’s algorithm to branch out of the suﬃx tree,
introducing a non-empty insertion batch that creates new internal branching nodes and new leaves; and an idle step, when
the suﬃx extension only moves the active point within the suﬃx tree, without producing any change in terms of the visible
suﬃx tree (apart from implicit nodes).
As a consequence of an insertion step, all the new branching nodes and the new leaves must be eventually inserted into
the suﬃx tree and must be connected by hard W-links and their opposite M-links. As mentioned before, all those leaf and
branching node insertions will be postponed, together with their associated hard W-links, by using a de-amortization stack.
The soft W-links affected by an insertion step can be characterized as follows: the insertion of each new internal branching
node splits an existing edge and, similarly to Weiner’s algorithm, may consequently split the soft W-links pointing to the
end of that edge: the shallower W-links must be updated to point to the new internal branching node and the deeper W-
links will not be affected by the change. Since updating all the soft W-links at once may be too expensive in our real-time
scenario, we will prepare for those updates proactively, i.e., without waiting for the actual insertion of the new branching
node. To do this, we consider also the locations of all the implicit nodes, and maintain information about the implicit W-
links between implicit nodes (which are not represented explicitly) and explicit nodes. By updating the information about
those implicit W-links at each idle step, we will be prepared for all the soft W-link updates required by a branching node
insertion.
We ﬁrst claim that an idle step may create at most one new implicit soft W-link or may update at most one existing
soft W-link. Indeed, the active point must have a W-link to the shortest leaf, which is its predecessor on the suﬃx chain.
This W-link will be implicit if the active point is an implicit node, and it will become explicit whenever the active point
coincides with an existing explicit internal branching node. As a result, those W-links may be created explicitly every time
the active point encounters an internal branching node (during an idle step) and also eventually when the active point is
inserted as an explicit branching node through the node insertion de-amortization process (during an insertion step). This
can be easily performed within our time bounds and accounts for the new soft W-link creations.
We now turn to soft W-link updates. As the active point moves down during an idle step, also the implicit nodes advance
within the corresponding suﬃx tree edges, and this may cause some soft W-links to be updated. An important observation
is that at each idle step only the soft W-link from the current longest explicit suﬃx needs to be updated. More precisely,
if the suﬃx chain contains implicit nodes, then this W-link needs to be moved to point to the shortest implicit suﬃx. Note
that if the suﬃx chain contains no implicit nodes, then the shortest implicit suﬃx is undeﬁned and there is no update
involving soft W-links. In this case, the longest explicit suﬃx and the active point coincide, and this explicit node must get
a new hard W-link to the shortest leaf as explained before.
To cope eﬃciently with soft W-link updates, we will relax our suﬃx tree representation and have all soft W-links point
to shadow nodes. Shadow nodes represent implicit nodes that have a soft W-link (from an explicit node): a shadow node
has a pointer to the explicit node at the end of the corresponding edge, and can be thought as “ﬂoating” in the middle
of that edge. Throughout a sequence of idle steps, implicit suﬃxes move down the suﬃx tree and shadow nodes may get
additional W-links from the explicit nodes at the end of their corresponding edges. If an implicit node branches out of the
suﬃx tree because of an insertion step, the corresponding shadow node has all the W-links correctly in place and can thus
be inserted as the required branching node. If a shadow node eventually reaches the end of the corresponding edge without
branching out of the suﬃx tree, it merges with the node at the end of that edge. This merge can be done at no extra cost:
when a shadow node coincides with the node at the end of its edge, all the soft W-links pointing to the end of the edge
have been already transferred to the shadow node, and thus the shadow node can simply replace that node that becomes
obsolete. This yields the following lemma.
Lemma 5.4. In each idle step at most one soft W-link from the longest explicit suﬃx needs to be updated. This soft W-link may be
identiﬁed in time O (log logn) in the worst case, provided that the R-links are correctly maintained.
Proof. We have shown before that the only soft W-link that needs to be updated during an idle step is the W-link of
the longest explicit suﬃx. We now show that this soft W-link can be found eﬃciently. Let $w be the current text, T$w
the corresponding left-to-right suﬃx tree, w˜$ the reverse text and Tw˜$ the reverse right-to-left suﬃx tree. Let v be the
longest explicit suﬃx in T$w : namely, v is the longest suﬃx of $w such that T$w contains also the substrings vb and vc,
for alphabet symbols b = c. This implies that v˜ is the nearest ancestor of w˜$, which has at least two different W-links in
Tw˜$. In other words, v˜ is the nearest ancestor in the core of the suﬃx tree Tw˜$ and thus v˜ can be found by performing one
fringe marked ancestor query for the nearest core ancestor in O (log logn) time. Once v˜ is located, we can ﬁnd the longest
explicit suﬃx v by following the R-link to the suﬃx tree T$w . 
De-amortization. In order to de-amortize the numerous operations in each insertion batch of Ukkonen’s algorithm, we
make use of a de-amortization stack. Speciﬁcally, once we jump ahead to the end point of Ukkonen’s suﬃx insertion path
as previously explained, we push the whole insertion batch onto the de-amortization stack: the leaf and branching node
insertions will be delayed, so that they can be de-amortized over time and consequently performed in reverse order, i.e.,
going from short to long insertion points. Similarly to the de-amortization stack used in our adaptation of Weiner’s algorithm
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do this implicitly in constant time by just pushing the end point of the suﬃx insertion path onto the stack. Each time we
need to access the next node on the suﬃx insertion path, we can do this in constant time with the help of the W-links as
described in Lemma 5.3: when we pop a node from the de-amortization stack, we can thus push the next node on the suﬃx
insertion path in constant time. Unlike our adaptation of Weiner’s algorithm, however, which contained W-link adjustment
tasks at increasing depths, this time we will maintain the invariant that the de-amortization stack contains insertion tasks
whose length is strictly increasing. Since the length of the active point in Ukkonen’s algorithm may increase at most by one
with each input symbol, if at each step we insert into the suﬃx tree at least one pending suﬃx from the de-amortization
stack, we are guaranteed that the lengths of the pending suﬃx insertion tasks that are on the de-amortization stack will be
always strictly increasing, and thus we will ensure monotonicity in the stack. Moreover, if at each step at least two pending
suﬃxes from the de-amortization stack are inserted into the suﬃx tree, we will be able to catch up eventually with all the
delayed insertions, thanks to the amortized analysis of Ukkonen’s algorithm.
Thus, it remains to show that throughout this de-amortization process, the R-links from the reverse suﬃx tree Tw˜$ to
the suﬃx tree T$w can be correctly maintained, which is crucial for Lemmas 5.2 and 5.4.
Lemma 5.5. The R-links between the reverse suﬃx tree Tw˜$ and the suﬃx tree T$w can be correctly maintained in both directions.
Proof. We must show that R-links are correctly maintained when new nodes are added to the suﬃx tree T$w and to the
reverse suﬃx tree Tw˜$. When Weiner’s algorithm inserts a new node v˜ into the reverse suﬃx tree Tw˜$, Lemma 5.2 gives us
the corresponding locus of the Ukkonen’s new active point in T$w : if it is a node in the suﬃx tree, then we set the R-link
accordingly.
An insertion batch in Ukkonen’s algorithm is de-amortized, but since we have the new active point, we can proceed while
de-amortizing the node insertions, yet still set the R-links when the nodes are eventually inserted by the de-amortization
mechanism from shallow to deep. The corresponding loci in Weiner’s reverse suﬃx tree are the contiguous ancestor loci of
Weiner’s old insertion point, between the node u˜ that had its W-link set and the old insertion point of w˜$; this path can
be simply traversed while de-amortizing the corresponding node insertions and each R-link can be set correctly in constant
time. See Fig. 8. 
In summary, Weiner’s algorithm is ﬁrst applied to the reverse right-to-left text and produces the end point of the
insertion batch. The W-link adjustment tasks are executed in real-time as explained above and the node and leaf insertion
tasks are put on the de-amortization stack and executed later, according to increasing insertion point lengths. The low-level
details of this de-amortization stack are similar to Section 4, and thus are omitted. This gives the following theorem and
corollary, which are the analogues of Theorem 4.1 and Corollary 4.1.
Theorem 5.6.We can adapt Ukkonen’s left-to-right on-line suﬃx tree algorithm over constant size alphabets to take up to O (log logn)
time processing each input symbol and spend O (n log logn) time in total.
Corollary 5.7. An algorithm may access the suﬃx tree constructed for the left-to-right extended text and its internal invisible M-links
and W-links. The suﬃx tree and the suﬃx links will be available “just in time”, if the algorithm executes the delayed update tasks from
the de-amortization stack, provided that such algorithm traverses the suﬃx tree starting from the root, one symbol deeper in each step.
6. Conclusion
In this paper we have contributed a further step towards the plausible real-time construction of suﬃx trees by designing
on-line algorithms that spend only O (log logn) time processing each input symbol and take O (n log logn) time in total. We
have presented both a right-to-left algorithm based on Weiner’s approach, and a left-to-right algorithm based on Ukkonen’s
approach. In their work, Inenaga [33] and Maaß [41] combined Weiner’s [49] right-to-left algorithm and Ukkonen’s [48]
left-to-right algorithm to obtain bi-directional on-line linear-time suﬃx tree and aﬃx tree [47] construction algorithms that
may extend the same text on either end. We omit the details, which are out of the scope of this paper, but remark that by
combining our adaptations of Weiner’s and Ukkonen’s algorithms with Inenaga’s and Maaß’ observations, it is also possible
to symbiotically construct in quasi real-time the suﬃx tree of a bi-directionally extended text and of the reverse text and
consequently, the aﬃx tree.
There are several open questions related to this work in general and in particular to the fringe marked ancestor problem.
First and foremost, is it possible to compute the suﬃx tree insertion points, or the longest previous factors, on-line in real
time, or at least in o(log logn) worst-case time? Alstrup, Husfeldt and Rauhe [1] also give a colored version of their nearest
marked ancestor data structure. The fringe marked ancestor problem might also be similarly generalized to eﬃciently handle
marks in various colors while sharing the same skeleton tree, what could be useful when the alphabet size is larger, since
the total number of colored marks is still linear by Lemma 3.4. We are also interested in other uses for the new fringe
marked ancestor data structure.
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rithms also build the Directed Acyclic Word Graph (DAWG) [8,9,14,16,18,40]: the DAWG of a text shares the same set of
nodes with the suﬃx tree of the reverse text and its transitions are precisely the W-links of that suﬃx tree. We did not
consider extending our results to the direct construction of the Compact Directed Acyclic Word Graph (CDAWG) [7,9,19,34],
which may be an interesting related problem.
In some circumstances, it might also be useful to proceed with the suﬃx tree construction and the same time, use the
available suﬃx tree in some search, a situation that requires suitably careful deﬁnitions and was considered, for example,
by Amir and Nor [2]. Our de-amortized construction might be useful in such settings, but we must replace the basic stack
used in this paper to delay the suﬃx tree updates, with a generalized stack-like data structure that allows a second sweep
in the middle to clear up the delayed construction tasks, while also simultaneously adding to the stack newly delayed tasks
resulting from later suﬃx tree construction steps.
Finally, there exist off-line linear-time algorithms for suﬃx tree and suﬃx array construction over larger integer al-
phabets [25,26,35–37,45] (DAWG and Aho–Corasick Automata by reductions [11,24]). We are curious whether linear-time
on-line suﬃx tree construction algorithms exist over large integer alphabets.
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